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The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come to order.
Our first witness this morning is former Attorney General John
Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell, will you please stand and take the oath. DO you
solemnly swear that. all of the testimony you will give inthis proceeding will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God Z
Mr. MITCHELL. I do, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRB~AN.Mr. Schwarz will commence the questioning.
TESTIMONY OF JOHN MITCHELL, FORMER ATTORNEY QENERAL,
ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM G. RUNDLEY, COUNSEL
Mr. SCHWARZ.Mr. Mitchell, are you accompanied by counsel?
Mr. MITCHELL. Yes; I have Mr. William Hundley with me.
Mr. SCHWAB. Have you had your attention called to the testimony
the other day of Mr. Helms on the subject of the CIA’s mail opening
program and his testimony about a meeting with you?
Mr. MITCHELL. I saw this morning two pages that had reference to
it, yes, sir.
Mr. SCHWARZ. All right. Have you had an opportunity to check
your office calendar to determine whether you did meet with Mr. Helms
in June of 1971?
Mr. MITCHELL. As I previously told this committee, my log shows
a meeting of 22 minutes with Mr. Helms on June 1,197l.
Mr. SCHWARZ. All right. What is your best recollection of what
t.ranspired in that meeting?
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Helms came in to see me, I believe, primarily
about another subject matter, and during the discussions of that subject matter Mr. Helms referred to the activities of the CIA in connection with the U.S. mails. My understanding of it was that he had
reference to mail covers. It was a very short conversation on the subject matter, according to my recollection, and that is about the substance of what I can recall at this late date.
(119)
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Mr. SCHWARZ. When you say mail covers, what do you mean by
mail covers?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, t,here is a practice of law enforcement agencies to obtain information to look at mail in envelopes going between
parties in which law enforcement agencies have an interest to find
out who is the sender, if possible, and, of course, who is the recipient
of the mail.
Mr. SCHWARZ. You said this practice involves looking at mail in
envelopes, and by that do you mean looking at the contents of the
letter 1
Mr. MITCHELL. No. It does not. Mail cover, as the term is used, and as
I understand it, does not entail the opening of the envelopes.
Mr. SOHWARZ. Did Mr. Helms in that conversation tell you that the
CIA had been and was opening mail ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I have no recollection of any such discussion at that
time or any other time with Mr. Helms.
Mr. SCHWA=.
Is it your testimony, then, that you believe he did
not tell you the CIA was opening mail ‘2
Mr. MITCHELL.
It is my testimony that the best recollection I have
of the meeting with Mr. Helms on June 1,1971, was that I understood
what he was talking about was a mail cover operation, that is correct.
Mr. SCH~ARZ. Did the subject of legality arise in your conversation with Mr. Helms?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I have no recollection of it whatsoever. I would not
believe it would arise in connection with a mail cover which, as I said
before, is used by most law eaforcement agencies in the proper circumstances, and I do not believe t.hat the question of legality would
arise during such a conversation.
Mr. SCHWARZ. If it was all such a routine matter, why then is it
your understanding that Mr. Helms came to seeyou ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
About another subject matter.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Why did he mention, to the best of your understanding and your testimony, the subject of mail at all ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Because of the fact that it related to the other
subject matter in an indirect, peripheral way, ‘as I recall the other
subject matt.er that we discussed.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And by that, are you saying that the other subject
matter re,lated to the gathering of intelligence, and he then informed
you that one method of gat.hering intelligence was mail covers!
Rlr. MITCHELL.
Well, I agree with everything up to the last aspect
of it. He put it more in the context that it was not unsimilar with
the primary subject matter of our discussion.
Mr. SCHWARZ. What was the primary subject matter of your
discussion ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I do not believe that I am permitted to testify on
that su’biect matter here at this time.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Chairman, I don’t know the appropriate procedure on that. Mr. Mitchell, what is the basis for that statement?
Senator BAKER. Before you go on, Mr. Schwarz, is this the same
matter t,hat was covered in the executive sessionwhen Senator Tower
was present ?
Mr. SCHWARZ. I assumethat it is, and I think we should get on the
record here the nature of Mr. Helms’ reasoning, and then the committee can rule--excuse me, Mr. Mitchell’s reasoning.
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Mr. MITCHELL. You mean Mr. Helms’ reasoning?
Mr. SCHWARZ. I mean &. Mitchell’s
reasoning.
Senator BAKER. Before you go on, as you understand it, this is going
to deal generally with material that Senator T0we.r I-uled on in the
executive session Z
Mr. SCHWARZ. I would assume so, Senator Baker.
Senator I~AKER. 1411right. Thank you.
The CIIAIR~~A~.
JIr. JIitchell, can you state the basis for declining
to reveal to the committee what the principal subject of conversation
was that day between you and Jlr. Helms?
Mr. MITCHELL. I do not believe, so far as I know,, that t,he subject
matter has been in the public domain, and I don’t believe that I should
be the one to disclose it here. I under&and that your committee and
the executive branch is h’aving certain discussions on hea.rings in some
areas, a.nd it may very well be that this would fall within it.
The CHAIRJIAS. And are you referring now to the same subject
matter t,hat you referred to in the course of the deposition that was
tw.ken of you earlier when this general question arose and you took
the same position then thta.t you are t.aking now Z
MI*. MITCHELL. Yes? Mr. Chairman, except tha.t I would like to
point out that it wasn’t discussed during the taking of my deposition.
It was discussed with the vice chairman of your committee on his
representation that you had an understanding with the executive
branch t.hat when such matter arose, that either you or he or both of
you might inquire into the subject..
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. I believe that we have identified the
subject sufficiently well sothat I understand the reason for your declining to respond to that particular
uestion.
The subject does not really re1 ate to the question of mail opening
that we are now asking you about. Is th’at correct 1
hlr. MITCHELL. That is correct., Mr. Chairman. But you can see that
there was a collateral circumstance there under which the mail cover
aspect might have arisen.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Very well, Mr. Mitchell.
Counsel, I wouldn‘t pursue that any further.
Mr. SCHWARZ. In ‘any event, Mr. Mitchell, your testimony about
that meeting is that you discussed mail cover and not mail opening.
Is that correct?
Mr. MITCIIELL.
That was my understanding of the basis of the short
discussion rre had on the subiect matter.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Now, one final question. First, did Mr. Angleton of
the CIA show you material obtained from CL4 opening of mail, and
second, did he show you material relating to a Cathy Boudin?
Mr. MITCHELL. To the best of my recollection I have never met Mr.
Angleton in my life. I may hare in some group or circumstances. I have
no recollection. I feel qu’ite certain that Mr. Angleton never showed
me anything relatiyg to Cathy Boudin, and certainly not under the
circumstances that It was a product of a mail opening.
Mr. SCIIWARZ. Did any other person in the CIA show you material
relating to Cathy Boudin ?
3Ir. MITCHELL. I have no recollection of it.. I am quite sure they would
not.
Jlr. SCIIWARZ. I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
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The CIMIRMAX.
Do you have any questions, Mr. Kirbow !
Jlr. KIRBOW. I have no questions at this time, Xr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAX.
Mr. Jlitchell, you are acquainted, are you not, with
mhat has come to be known as the Huston plan?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Generally, Jlr. Chairman, yes. It has been a long
time since I esamined it, but I understand the subject matter.
The CIUIRX~-.
Is it true that you were not. involved in any way in
the meetings between the va.rious intelligence agencies which led up
to the submission of the Huston plan Z
?IIr. J~TCIIELL.
That is true, sir. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIRMAS.
Is it also true you knew nothing about these meetings or the Huston plan until after it had been submitted to President
Nixon Z
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAX.
Who first told you about the existence of such a
plan Z
blr. JIITCIIELL.
I believe it was Director Hoover, but it could have
been Mr. De Loach, one of his associates.
The CHAIRXAX.
Did you subsequently meet with Mr. Hoover to talk
about the plan ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I believe I met with Mr. Hoover to talk about the
plan. It again could have been Mr. De Loach who brought the plan to
me at Mr. Hoover’s direction.
The CHAIRMAX.
Did you ever speak to Mr. Helms about the plan once
you had learned of it Z
31r. MITCHELL.
I do not hive a recollection of talking to Mr. Helms
about the plan, although I have been shown memorandums where Mr.
Helms says that such a meeting and discussion took place.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, when you talked either to Mr. Hoover or to his
deputy, JIr. De Loach, do you have any recollection that either of them
told you that mail was being opened?
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, no, not that mail was being opened. The discussion I had with them was to go over the salient point of the recommendation of the so-called Huston plan. The plan, of course, contained
a recommendation with respect to thst, and I believe, based on some
homework that I hare done here recently, that the materials had a
reference to the fact that there was no covert operation, which I understand in that document meant the opening of mail. There ~vasa reference to ma.il covers ; in other words, the examination of the outside of
envelopes.
The CHAIRJIBS. Well, the Huston plan did contain? as you correctly
say, the statement that mail openings had been terminated, and it included a request that the President authorize mail openings.
Now, my question is, after you learned of the plan, do you recall
being told that mail openings were then going on, even though the plan
itself stipulated that they had been terminated?
Mr. MITCHELL.
No, sir. To the best of my recollection I was never
told anyone was carrying on a mail opening operation.
The CHAIRMA~~~. Now, as Attorney General of the United States and
the chief 1a.wenforcement officer of the Government at the time, doesn’t
it strike you as being extraordinary t,hat you should not have been
told about a mail-opening program that was contrary to the laws of
the country Z
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Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, I would believe, Mr. Chairman? that t.hat
would depend entirely upon what had become the established practice with the CIA, or whatever other agency was opening mail, vis-a\-is the execut,ivc branch of t,he Government, particularly the Attorneys General. It would surprise me only to the extent that they did
not brief me on such a subject matter as they did on many other types
of intelligence-gathering operations that were in place when I became
At,torne General.
The e HAIRMAN. Although they briefed you on other intelligence
operations, according to your testimony, they never briefed you on
the mail opening?
Mr. MITCHELL. Not on the mail openings; no, sir.
Tlw CHAIRBUN.
When you learned of the Huston plan, what action
did you take? You proceeded, did you not? to take the matter up with
the White House? Did you take it up directly with the President?
Did you take it up with someone else in the White House?
Mr. MITCHELL.
As I testified this morning, Mr. Chairman, I made
known to the President my disagreement with the concept of the plan
and recommended that it be turned down. Whether that was in a
direct conversation with the President, which I believe it was, but it
could have been in a conversat,ion that I might have had with Mr.
Haldeman that was transmitted to the President.
The CHAIRMAN.
What were your reasons for recommending that
the plan be turned down1
Mr. MITCHELL.
The proposals contained in the plan in toto were
inimical to t.he best interests of the country and certainly should not
be something that the President of the United States should be
approving.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean by that that the proposals for undertaking illegal act.ion formed the basis for your objection to the plan?
Mr. MITCHELL.
That is correct, sir. There had been, of course, individual items of that plan suggested to me that would be undertaken
by parts of the Justice Department, which had been turned down,
and the aggregate was worse than the individual parts that had been
suggested.
The CHAIRMAN.
Was it your understanding, following your conversations at the White House, that President Nixon then rescinded
his approval of the plan ?
’
Mr. MITCHELL. I was so told.
The CHAIRMAN. By whom?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I believe either the President himself or Mr. Haldeman, I am not certain which.
The CHAIRMAN. At any time afterwards? were you ever told that the
mail openings continued, despite the President’s rescission of his earlier approval of the plan?
Mr. MITCHELL.
No? sir, as I have previously testified.
The CHAIRMAN. Given the fact that, as Attorney General, you were
not told in the first place of the meetings between the various intelligence agencies and the FBI, which was directly under your jurisdiction, and which led to the formulation of the plan, and in view of the
fact that the plan itself contained recommendations that were illegal,
and you were not informed of the plan until after it had been submitted to the President, and in view of the fact that you then asked
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the President
to rescind his approval
of the plan, why didn’t ;YOU
follow up afterwards to make certain that. none of these practices
were, in fact,, going on ? Did you just accept the statement. that the
mat,ter had been reconsidered and the President’s approval had been
withdrawn and t.ake no further action 1
Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. Chairman, when the President of the United
States makes known his determinations with respect to a subject matter, one would believe that the branches of t.he executive departments
underneath him would follow through on his determinations, and
needlesst,o say, some of the agencies that were involved in the preparation of the Huston plan, such as the CIA, were not under my
jurisdiction.
I know that from time to time I had further discussions with Director Hoover on some of the subjects contained in the Huston plan
and the Bureau continued to abide by t.he determinations of the
President.
The CHAIRNAS.
And beyond that, you felt that, t.he other a.gencies
who had signed the plan were really beyond the jurisdiction of the
Justice Department, so that your followup was confined to the FBIis that your testimony Z
Mr. MIMHELL.
That is the substance of it; yes, Mr. Chairman.
The Chmtxah-.
Thank you very much.
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I think counsel and t.he chairman have covered the matters that you
were invit.ed to testify about, Mr. Mitchell. I have one or two brief
questions on a tangential or related matter.
as you testified, t.he situat.ion was such that you were not advised
that the Huston plan was being formulated; in fact, on the first
opportunity, you recommended to the President that it be disapproved,
and it was disapproved or withdrawn. What would you suggest, as a
former Attorney General of the United States, to make sure that the
Attorneys General in the future have a better understanding of what
sort of plans are being proposed to your successorsor to future Presiden& Do you think there is some way we can guard against t.his sort
of thing happening in the future?
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, apropos of these answers I gave to the chairman in that area, I believe that so far as the executive branch is structured now, the Attorney Genera.l’s responsibility rests with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and t,he other constituent parts of the JUStice Department. With respect to that, I am fully convinced, after
many experiences, that the only way the Attorney General will ever
get control of the Federal Bureau of Investigation is through the
Director. There is no way that an Attorney General can carry on all
of the functions that he has to do? with all of his divisions, with all of
his bureaus, and be able to monitor what goeson in the FBI.
Senator BAKER. How is one to ensure that? How is one to ensure
that future Attorneys General have control of the Director of the
FBI 8
Mr. MITCHELL. How are you going to ensure it ?
Senator BAKER. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Only by the appointment of the proper Director;
that’s the only way.
Senator BAKER. Would it be helpful to appoint a Director for a term
of years?

.
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Mr.
MITCHELL.
Yes. I think that., Senator, we can go t.o the same
concept that I understand
you and I hold a.bout. t,he Presidency, that
if you had a long enough term and a single term, I think that would
be one way of perhaps putting some rein on it,.
Senator BAKER. You mentioned that the scope of your jurisdiction
and concern extended only to the FBI and not to the CIA, as it was
related t,o the Huston plan, Do you think that is a defect? Do you think
that in terms of the total intelligence apparatus
of the U.S. Government that there ought to be some sort of central authority that coordinates both domestic and foreign intelligence? Should there be a better
relationship
between, say, the FBI and the CIA, in terms of intelligence gathering Z
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes. I think there certainly was, and I presume there
still is, great room for improvement
in t,hat area. But to get to your
specific point of domestic and foreign intelligence,
there has got to
be a better underst,anding,
because in many areas, you just cannot
make a demarcation
of which is which, and it is about time that this
Government
and the courts and a few other people began to realize
that. There should be a bet.ter control of t.he total operation, and preferably a greater unification of it.
Senator BAKER. Would you agree that the present situation, in terms
of law enforcement
and intelligence, probably indicates the need for
better congressional
oversight of those functions,
and that some sort
of committee st,ructure having the jurisdiction
to legislate and oversee
both the FBI and the CIA, or any of the other 62 law enforcement and
intelligence operations, would be in orderl Would you support a proposal for a joint committee of the Congress on intelligence and law
enforcement ?
Mr. WTCHELL.
Yes; I rrould do t’hat, Senator. But I must hasten to
add that I am not quite sure how effective it could ever be. It seems to
me that would be awful difficult, for somebody up in the Congress
trying to monitor the operations of the intelligence community. When
I say monitor, I mean, their actual operations, not their policies or
appropriations
or things in that area.
Senator BAKER. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you, Senator Baker.
Senator Mondale.
Senator MOSDALE.
Thank you, JLr. Chairman.
Mr. Jlitc.hell, while you were Attorney General. you were apparently
under the opinion that mail covers alone were in operation. This involves taking pictures of the outside of an envelope, which, I gather,
is legal, and it does not involve the actual opening of the mail. In fact,
thousands of letters were being opened. mail from every conceivable
source, from Richard Nixon to Arthur
Burns to Leonard Bernstein,
and the rest, which the record now establishes. Is it your testimony
that you never saw the contents of the materials being opened 1:
blr.
MITCHELL.
It is my testimony that I never knowingly
saw the
contents of a.ny letter that was opened. Xow, whether or not material
from mail that had been opened Tvas provided to me in memorandums
or in other form, I cannot say, but I was not cognizant of the fact that
it came from the opening of mails.
The ~IIAURJLhN.
So that you cannot testify that you never saw any
of it, but if it did come before you, it came, before you in a way that
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would not have ale.rted you as to the illegal method by which it was
obtained ?
Mr.
MITCIIELL.
That is correct, sir.
Senator ~~OSDALE.
Similarly,
the Huston
plan deliberations
CC
curred, among other things, through the active participation
of the
FBI, without your knowledge
until
the very last moment. when either
Mr. Hoover or Mr. De Loach came to ~-011, and you then went to thr
President and had the plan killed ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
That is correct, sir.
Senator XOSDALE.
Senator
Baker asked you what to do about the
apparent actions within the Department of ,Justice n-hen one of its
burea,us engages in illegal activity lvithout informing the head of the
Department. One of your answers seemed to be that we ought to get
someone as a Director who is accountable and responsible to the
Attorney General. Is that correct?
Mr. MITCHELL.
WeII~ in part. But what I intended to convey, Senator, was that it is practically impossible for an Attorney
General to
monitor everything that goes on in the Fecleral Bureau of Investigation and that the successof the Bureau will depend entirely upon the
ma.nwho is the Director of the Bureau, who should carry out the proper
policies.
R’ovv. if I might add also to the first part of your sentence, which
I believe was part of the question. JIr. Hoover was over in the White
House working on the Huston plan apparently in his belief that it was
a directive or a request of the Pre,sident of the United States. This is a
little different than the normal act.ivitv Jvhere the Director does clear
his activities with the Attorney General.
Senator MOSDALE.
Do I take by that answer that you do not mean
to imply that Jlr. Hoover \vas unaccountable and unresponsive to the
Attorney General ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
You say he was then accountable 8
Senator MOSDALE.
In other words, are you saying that while you
were Attorney General and Mr. Hoover was the Director of the Bureau,
it was your judgment that he was fully accountable and responsive to
you as Attorney General ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes, he was. -41~1I would have to add that if the
Chief Executive Officer, the President of the Gnited States, gives him
directions, I am sure they would supersede those of the Attorney General or anyone else.
Senator MOSDALE.
Even when the direction leas to conduct an illegal act?
JIr.
>IITCEIELL.
Well, I do not believe that the President’s direction
to Mr. Hoover was to conduct an illegal act, I think the direct’ion to Mr.
Hoover and the other gentleman involved was to assemblea program
for obtaining the appropriate intelligence.
Senator hfosn.~~~.
The Huston plan espIic.it1-y stated that while
many of these tactics are illegal, we should usethem anyway. Is it your
testimony that had the President ordered the Houston plan, it should
have gone forFvard, despite its illegality?
Z\fr. R'IITCIIELL.
So ; that was not the testimony I was suggesting. The
te.stimony I was suggesting is that the President of the TTnited States
has broad poxvers and I would be sure that it would be nece.ssary for
each of the recommendations that were made in connection Iv-it11the
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appropria.te
circumstances
to be examined before you can make that
bla,nket determination.
Senator MONDALE. All right. Sow, if a President orders an illegal
act,, is it the duty of the people in the, Justice Department
to so inform
the Attorney
General, and is it the duty of the Attorney
General then
to act to stop it?
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, assuming your premise is of an illegal act, I
would believe the answer would be yes.
Sena~tor M~XLILE.
Kow5’? the opening of mail was clea.rly illegal,
wasn’t it 8
Mr. MITCHELL. I’m not, going to formulate
that opinion here and
now, because I don’t know what the mail was, under what circumstances, who might hare given the directions that the ma.2 be opened,
and under what authorization,
because I cannot give you a blanket
answer on that.
Senator ~#~ONDALE.
How can you say that the Bureau was fully accountable if the Director never told you that the FBI was getting mail
illegally obtained by the CIA?
Air. MITCHELL. I am at a loss, Senator, to know how to answer your
question. I didn’t say-1
don’t believe I said the Bureau was fully
accountable. I said it should have been fully accountable.
Senat,or MOSDALE. Is it your test.imony that, the FBI was not accountable 1
;\lr. NITCHELL. With respect to the circumstances
that you are talking about, I would have to know the specifics of it before I could
answer your question as to the individual items.
Senator MOSDALE. But you were not told at all that they were opening mail, were you ?
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
Senator MOSDALE. Then how can you say that the FBI was accountable !
Mr. MITCHELL. I haven’t said they were accountable. I suggested
that they be accountable.
Senat,or RIo~D~I.E.
Then are you saying they were not accountable 8
Nr. MITCHELL.
I believe I could go back over my experiences in the
Justice Department
and find some areas in which the Bureau was not
fully accountable to me; yes, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. And would this be one of them?
Mr. MITCHELL. I would have to get to the specifics of it before I could
answer your question.
Senator MOSDALE. Can you give us some examples upon which you
based your answer that in some instances they were unaccountable?
JIr. MITCHELL. Counsel, I don’t think that is part of this hearing,
and I don’t see any reason for getting into that subject matter.
Mr. HUNDLEY. ?tlr. Chairman, I think we have an agreement that we
would confine the questioning of JIr. Mitchell to the three areas that
the committee voted on yesterday. If we are going to delve into such a
broad area as where &. Mitchell might think that the FBI was unaccountable, I can see that we c.oulcl stray into areas that I know the
committee doesn’t want to pet into, for the reasons I stated in executive session.
Senator MOSDALE. I will withdraw
the question.
Senator Baker pursued what I think is a very valuable line of inquiry, in terms of how to make agencies of the Federal Government ac-
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countable to the law. You were Attorney
General of the United St.ates
at that time. It would seem logical, according to the structure
of the
Federal Government,
tliat the key official who snould be held responsible for seeing that the law is observed is the Attorney
General. Those
questions asked by Senator Baker are very important,
and I think
we have to find an answer to them. But there is also another question
that I think has to be answered ; namely, whether it is the judgment
of the Federal Government that tlirough its leaders and under the guise
of counterintelligence,
our Government
is permitted to pursue illegal
acts against the American people in order to gather such intelligence.
Do you feel that there is such authority to go beyond the law for that
purpose?
Mr. MITCHELL.. Well, it depends on, Senator, what you decide to determine the law is, and how it is interpreted.
Senator MOSDALE. That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL. And I think that there has been a tendency to assume
that certain acts are illegal and that the powers of the President of the
United States don% extend to some of those activities and functions.
Obviously, the warrantless wiretapping is one that is a perfect illustration of it, and I think you can carry the question of mail openings
into the same field. The same constitutional principle is involved, and
you do have the question as to the powers of the President of the
United States in the areas of national security and foreign intelligence.
I do not believe that the subject matters have been fully examined.
Certainly the courts-our
highest court of jurisdiction has not seen
its way clear, because caseshave not been presented to them, to make
these determinations. I think it would be very constructive, in the
interest of the American people, that we get on with the determination of what these powers are, and how they should be exercised.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAX.
Senator Mathias.
Senator IMATHIAS. Mr. Mitchell, a few minutes ago you testified that
after the Huston plan had been discarded by the President, you had
several discussions with Director Hoover covering topics that were
individual portions of the Huston plan. Is that right?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. Do you recall if any of these included questions
of mail openings?
Mr. MITCHELL.
To the best of my recollection, Senator, they did
not.
Senator MATHIAS. Were you aware that the FBI was, in fact, forwarding requests to the CIA to open specific mail 1
Mr. MITCHELL.
I was not.
Senator MATHIAS.
I believe the testimony before the committee is
that it continued to within 2 months of Mr. Hoover’s death. Is that so?
Mr. MITCHELL. I was not so aware.
Senator MATHIAS. So that, in fact, although the general area of mail
opening had been brought to your attention through Ithe Huston plan,
it was concealed from you that this activity was going forward, and
that requests were actually being made to the CIA by the FBI to
open mail?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, Se.nator, I think we ought to again take a
minute to find out that the Huston plan said that there was no covert

opening program of the mails, that there was a mail cover program.
They opted for the opening of mails. So that my determinations
and
interest in the subject matter, of course, was responsive to what had
been laid out in that document in July of 1970.
Senator MATHIM.
I am interested in the kind of circumstance
which
is unfolding
here, in which the President gives an order which YOU
discuss with Mr. Hoover in the light of the President’s action, and
we now find a very important part of that order was being disregarded on a regular basis by a number of requests from the FBI to the
CIA to survey certain particular mail. This brings up the whole ques. tion of executive oversight, in addition to the question of congressional
oversight, the latter of which Senator Baker has suggested we consider as part of our hearings.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, Senator, my response to a comparable question
a few minutes ago was that, in my opinion, the only way we are going
to have the proper functioning of the FBI is to have a Director who
will carry out his responsibilities in his oversight of the Bureau. It
is impossible for the Attorney General to do it.
Senator MATHIAS.
Perhaps we cannot depend on individuals, on
human beings. Maybe we have to think in terms of institutions. And
one of our jobs here is to try to understand how we can apply the
fourth amendment in the context of the 20th century and in the context of a highly technological society. From your experience as Attorney General, and particularly from your experience in this matter,
do you think that any exceptions should be made to the fourth amendment with respect to foreign espiona.geand intelligence? Do you think
that, dealing in this area, a requirement of judicial warrant should be
waived ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes. I can visualize circumstances under which it
would be in the interest of the country to do so. I am not accepting
all of your language, but as I testified before, the primary responsibility of the President, of the United States is to protect this country.
And I can understand circumstances which arise where he might have
to take certain acts or direct certain acts which, in the light of the discussions that are being held today and through this committee, you
might think were illegal and unwarranted.
But in the light of the circumstances, such as Abraham Lincoln
dispensing with the writ of habeas coylncs and a few other things, it
might be well justified that an Executive take those actions. But referring to the first part of your question, if you want to have an oversight of the FBI or the CIA, or any of the rest of them, the best way
to do it from the Hill is to get your list of things you do not want
them to do or do want them to do. Get them up here under oath, swear
them in, and ask them if they are doing it or not. And then you will
find out.
Senator J~ATHIAS.
Isopening mail amongthose escept.ionsthatyou
would consider justifiable? Would surreptitious entry be included a
Mr. MITCHELL. It could very well be, Senator. We will have to examine that in the light of particular c.ircumstances.
Let me give you a hard one. We know that the Embassy of X has
got an atomic bomb in its basement that it can put off in Washington,
right down here, any time they Tvant t,o. Now, would you have the protective forces, or whoever is going to handle the job, run down and try
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to get a warrant
to go in there ? You know, you get to some of these
questions where there are hard ends on both parts of the spectrum. So
I think we ought to try and talk to the principles that you and I have
been discussing.
Senator MATHIAS. No atomic bombs have been developed that YOU
can put into an envelope. We are talking about mail here.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Apparently somebody has put a few bombs in an
envelope, or you would not be having these hearings.
Senator MATHIAS. There are many kinds of bombs.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS.
Your illustration was atomic. But is this not the
very question! When you decide that you are going to do away with
the protection of the fourth amendment, whether it is surreptitious
entry or mail opening, that participation of another impartial authority is the heart and soul of the fourth amendment. If the fellow who
thinks there is a.n atomic bomb in the basement, who is convinced of
it, who is about to rend the protection of the fourth amendment, is able
to go forward on the basis of his own information and caught up with
the emotion of his own feeling about the thing, he can go in there and
do a tremendous amount of damage.
Should there not be the participation, the institutionalized participation, of another branch of Government-a
judge, for instance?
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I can give you about an hour’s dissertation on
that, if you want, and I would try to answer you briefly by saying that
in the areas of national security and foreign policy, it is my opinion
that the Chief Execut.ive of the country 1s much more qualified to
make a determination than somebody sitting over on a bench who has
nothing to do with foreign policy, nothing to do with national security, and will be making a judgment in a very restrictive legal light.
Now, I want to get back again to what I said before; and that is,
I am hoping that some of the ground rules can be laid out in these
areas and established either through judicial proceedings or by determinations of national policy by whomever may, so that you will have
a better and clearer understanding as to what fun&ions should be
carried out.
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Mitchell, just to pursue this one step further,
isn’t the problem with your solution that the Chief Executive, or even
the Attorney General, is not always going to give his personal attention to the problem. Here we know, at least from testimony before the
committee, that the FBI was actually requesting the CIA to open mail
after the President had ordered that it not be done, and after you
were at least under the impression that it was not being done.
In the absence of inst.itutions, and depending completely upon individual huma.n beings who happen to occupy a particular office for a
particular space of time, we do lose the protections of the fourth
amendment.
Mr. MITCHELL.
There is great possibility for it, and there is a great
history of it. JVe are dealing again with human beings and human
nature, and I do not, believe that the fact that there is somebody, a
judge, sitting on the bench is going to be any different from the guy
who I recommend is going to have to be the one in the FBI to make the
proper determinations, and that is the Director. And it will depend

.
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on who the Director
is, and under what circumstances
he is accountable.
Senator MATHIAS.
Justice Powell wrote, I thought, a remarkable
decision in which he dealt with this subject. He said :
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It seemsto me that this institutional approach, with all due respect,
one that reliance on the individual who holds the job.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MITCIIELL. May I comment on that?
Senator Rla~mas.
Certa.inly.
Mr. MITCIIELL. I quite
agree with what Justice Powell wrote in the
circumstances
under
which he wrote them. But I would hate to have
this colloquy left without pointing out that judges can be just as fallible or infallible as Directors of the FBI.
Senator MATHIM.
But they are generally more disinteretsed in a
given case.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Hopefully so.
The CHAIRNAK. Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTOS.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, just a couple of clarifications. Is it your testimony
that when you assumed the office of Attorney Genera!, you were not
told of the FBI’s or the CIh’s mail-opening program m the briefings
that you received by your predecessor or by others within the Agency
itself?
11r. ~IITCHELL. That is correct, Senator.
Senator H~DDLESTON.Were you told by the FBI of their COINTEL
Program ?
Mr. MITCHELL. No, sir. My first information about that program
came from the press.
Senator HUDDLESTON.VTould that be one instance where you would
agree that the FBI +as not accountable?
Mr. MITCHELL.
From what I have read in the press and heard from
other parties, I would say that that was t.he case. I do not know the
full parameters of their program. From what I know about it, yes, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTOS. That would be an area. where they certainly
should
have checked with the chief legal officer to determine its
advisability, its legality, its propriety.
Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, sir, and I hope that Senator Mondale understands that this was one of the subject matters that Mr. Hundley
referred to that the committee
brought to our attention.
Senator HUDDLESTOS.You also stated you TTere ne\-er aware of any
information that came to you in the way of evidence that had been
secured from the mail-openmg program.
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON.Are you aware of any instance where any
testimony had to be excluded from any potential case, or any case
had to be dropped or altered because the evidence might have been
tainted through improper or illegal gathering 1
Mr. MITCHELL. Of mail ?
is a preferable
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Senator

HUDDLESTON. Yes;

through

the mail-opening

program.

MITCHELL.
No, sir, I have not ; or at leas-i, I have no recollection
of it,. As you can 17-ellimagine, many of the mechanics of trying cases
Mr.

do not come to the attention of the Attorney General. In fact, it is the
exception rather than the rule.
Senator HUDDLESTOX.
So you have no knowledge of this having
occurred ‘1
Mr. MITCHELL.
I have no knowledge. It may have happened, but I
do not recall it ever having come to my attention.
Senator HITDDLESTOX. Mr. Mitchell, there is one thread that has run
through all of this inquiry that this committee has undertaken that
bothers me, and other Senators have expressed problems that they see
in trying to develop the kind of regulation or guideline or law that
may be necessary to prevent such abuses from happening again, and
that is in the matter of communications.
For instance, ve have Mr. Helms’ testimony that he did, in fact,
brief you on the project, indicating that your approval
was given. This
assurance was then handed down to those below him who mere charged
with the responsibility of carryiq
out the program, and presumably
everybody thought that they Tyerecleared to do it.
This same type of thing has occurred in nearly every incident that
n-e have investigated involving the CIA4 or the FBI in questionable
operations. And I find it is as if you were drawing an imaginary line,
say, at the level of the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Everybody in government above that line has one perception of what
thev are talking about. and what the instructions are and what the
policy is. :Znd everybody below that line has quite a different percept.ion. and they all act, apparently. in accordance with their own conception of what the instructions and the policy are.
Eitmher the U.S. Gorernment~ and its agencies were operating in
very serious matters in a very loose fashion, where there was no
clear understanding going all the way from the President down to
the person n-ho is carrying out the responsibility, or they mere operating in such a wag, and probably deliberately, that the record would
shorn that if anything happened that was not supposed to happen,
there would be no way to place any responsibility on anybody.
Can you comment. for me and this committee, first of all, on the
question of understanding and communication? I presume that all
persons were using the English language, and I presume that they
were using phrases that lvere common and understood by all. Yet, the
perceptions were vastly different.. What guidance can you give us on
developing procedures that will make absolutely certain that the
orders of the President of the TJnited States and the policy
of the
President, of the TJnited States would be nnderstood by those who are
going to carry them out?
Mr. ~'~TCHELL. JTTell, first. Sen;ltor, if I may. I presume that, I read
the same testimony of 311.. Hel! LS that you did, and 1 don't think it
came out quite the wag you phrased it here wit11 respect to the diflerence between Mr. Helms and rn!-self-not as strong as you put it.
Senator HKTIINXSTOA-.You indicate he did not men&on the mail
opening. but. you understood him to talk about covers.
Mr. ~~ITCHF:TL.1 am talking about his testimony which seemsto me
lvasn’t quite :~sstrong as you placed it. Second, I think that the one
Problem, ri$it, on the nose, that I can discuss relating to vour observations, is the practice that. I learned at a later date, soietimes to mv
chagrin, that when you are dealing with some of these people, they
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write what are known as memorandums
for the files, and they become
the most self-serving
documents that you can find. I am not speaking
of anything here, but I do say there is great potential for it, and
it has happened,
and it has happened
to me in a number of
circumstances.
With respect to the more general aspects of your observation, I think
that a lot of government goes on without appropriate
consideration
of
the subject matter, and I think a very good example that is before
this committee that can be discussed is the so-called Huston plan. I
know from my conversat.ions
with the President that he saw that he
had a problem of failure of liaison among intelligence agencies, and
the proper intelligence to deal with certain problems. He went ahead
wit,h the program that he thought was going to carry it out, and the
report came in. He said, “fine, go ahead and implement it.”
When the contents of the report was called to his attention, it was
over and done with. Obviously, with all of his other duties, he had
not focused on the natures of that report or its consequences.
Senator HEDDLESTOS. That is a good point. It was over and done
with as far as the President of the United States is concerned. But
many of the things suggested in the Huston plan were, in fact, already
going on, and ot,hers were initiated after it had ceased to be the policy
of the President.
Mr. MITCHELL.
That was the last point that you made, and the last
one I was going to comment on. I think that it, is a very difficult area.
It always has been in government, and it always will be. We do not
always deal with such high-level matters as the first and fourth
amendments, and national security and national intelligence. But
you can go mto any one of these departments or bureaus in this Government, and you find somebody down in those lower levels that are
trying to structure a policy of their own that is contrary to what the
Secretary or the Director is trying to put in operation. It has been
going on since govermnent was founded.
NOW, they may not do it as blatantly as has been done here, in
connection with a direct statement that such and such did not exist
when, in fact, it was being carried out. But there are always those in
these bureaucratic positions in this Govermnent who are going to try
and structure their own policies, and most of the time it is done with
good intent.
I believe that, as I testified before with respect to the FBI-about
which I know a little bit more than some of the other agencies-that
our salvation is a proper Director who is serving for an appropriate
period of time. The second aspect of it is the oversight of somebody.
If YOU want to, in the area we are talking about, create a foreign and
domestic intelligence board that will sit and monitor this, that is one
thing. If you want to do it through congressional committees, that is
another. But I am sure that there cau?t be too much oversight? if that
is a proper word, with respect to sensitive areas.
Senator HUDDLESTOK. II%at about the question
of establishing
a
record within an agency, for instance, to determine precisely who did
what, and why? You mentioned a memorandum. In some ‘instances,
we do find the very kind of memorandum to which you referred.
Somebody would apparently put it in writing verv quickly so that
there would at least be a record of his or her view”of what went on
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at a particular
meeting. But often, we do not find memorandums
from
other people that might either substantiate
that or differ from it. In
some cases, vie find nothing on paper at all, where all the instructions
and orders went down verbally. Then at each level, there is a little
different understanding
of what they actually were.
Is it feasible to deoclop some sort of policy where it would be a
requirement
that from the verv top to the bottom, that there be on
record written
instructions
indicating the policy, indicating how that
policy was going to be implemented,
and whether
or not it was
implemented?
JIr. XITCIIEL~.
Yes, Senator. I would subscribe to that, at the level
of the subject matter that you are talking about ; in other words, matters of policy and directions for implementation. But, as I’m sure you
are ~-cl1 aware, you can bog down government to the point where it
Tvill only function if all you do is write memorandums, and there
are too many of them written--Senator HUDDLESTON. I recognize that.
Mr. MITCHELL
[continuing].
On inconsequential subject matters
now.
Se,nator HCDDIZSTOX.
You can also get into a situation that we have
discovered as part of our inquiry, in which programs are implemented
at the loa-rr levels in a WIT quite different from what was intended
a few echelons upward. Those who were responsible had no way of
knowing whether their orders had been carriecl out. and some had
hem surprised to learn here. as you have been. that some of their
understandings a,t that time were totally wrong.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes ; as I testified in response to your last question
with respect to what the. policv is, and how it is to be implemented,
there, is no doubt but what there should be a memorandum, a writing
order, whatever it might be, on the subject. matter. Otherwise, the
individual is given somewhat of a free pass at what he thinks it might
be.
The ~IL~IRL~.
Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCIIWEIHER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jlitchell. when you served as ,\ttorney General, did you approve
FBI requests for warrantless wiretaps?
Mr. TXIT~~BLL.
Yes.sir.
Senator SCIITVETKER. In vour judgment, Iv-hat, is the difference, if
nnv, betTeen warrantlrss &etans and warrantless mail openin,gs?
Do you see any legal difference here, aside from the specifics of the
sitnntio~~?
Mr. MITCI-IELL.
Senator, I haven’t examined the question of mail
openings. I believe I indicated before that there could be similarities in
certain cases. I indicated that. perhaps the same constitutional and
legal principles applied. But. I don’t want to give you a definitive legal
opinion on the subject matter without getting further into it. I think
I would like to leave my answer as saying that there is a distinct
possibility that there aIre similarities.
Senator S~IIWEII~~IL
A1ccording to my opinion-and of course, yours
may differ from this-1 think the statutes prohibit warrantless mail
openings. Sow, if thcv did, and that is a presumption with which YOU
may or may not agree, ~vonld vou favor amending the law to allow
n-arrantless mail opening for national security cases?
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JIr. A~TCIIELL.
I would
like to examine the question a lot more in
clepth than I bar-e. but I think it is a subject matter that should very
well be considered. And I would point out that. in connection with mail
openings, you may have a little diflerent time frame, and you should
consitler the desirability or the potential of using I\-arrants in connection with it, based on the probable cause question that we have in wiretaps where we do seekcourt approvals.
Perhaps the thing here would be. to show probable cause in connection with parties to the mailing, which would be helpful, rather than
to give an indiscriminate right of somebody to make a determination
that -1 and I3 were inr-olved in some sort of a conspiracy and then,
therefore, you can open their mails. Because this can hold the mail
in the Post Office for a clay while you go to the court with an affidavit
showing a probable cause.
Senator SSCIIWEIKER. On Wednesday, Mr. Rlount said that Mr.
Helms told him that Helms had asked you for a legal opinion concerning mail opening. I believe you testified hhat this was not the case.
Is that, correct?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I testified that, to the best of my recollection, there
was no such discussion, and as you are probably axTare, Senator, legal
opinions out of the Justice Department are a very lengthy, involved
process. It goes through the Office of Legal Counsel. They are not
given by the Attorney General sitting at hisdesk.
Senator SCIIWEIICER. I gather from your previous answer that you
would probably favor some. statutory authority that would require
some written legal opinions in these sensitive areas, so that there is
no question what the positions of a future Attorney General or the
*Justice Department would be in some of these areas. Is that a fair
assumption, based upon your other answers, or not 1
Mr. MITCIIELL.
If I could paraphrase it just a bit, I think it is a
subject matter that needs a great deal of consideration to cletermine
where we go from here, to make sure that actions n-ith regard to
opening mails or whatever it may be receives full exploration, perhaps judicial determination in constitutional areas, and a full recognition, however, that there are many aspects of this that have now been
downgraded for various reasons that may turn out to be, in the future,
very much in the interest of this country.
Senator SCHWEIKER. The records of the FBI indicate that until
1966, the I3ureau had programs in which mail was opened, but the
attorney General was not advised of such programs and such openings. Do you agree that all Bureau programs of questionable legality
or marginal areas such as this should be cleared in advance by the
At.torney General? Is that your concept of the role of the Attorney
General ?
Air. ~~TCIIELL.
Well, it is certainly a very important role of the
Attorney General with respect to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
If th:y are even on the borderline with respect to these practices, it
certamly should be called to the attention of the Attorney General
and his determination made with respect. to it.
Senator S~~I~EII~ER.
You said earlier in your ansIT-ers that you
would favor greater control and greater unification of the intelligenca
services, which I think is a feeling that many of us on this committee
would share. One of t.he proposals that has been put before us for
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consideration
calls for a stronger role for the Inspector
General, who
woulJ have authority
to go into certain of these areas and to report
either to the President or to the Chairman of the Foreign Intelligence
Advisory
Board. bid you have this concept in mind when you mentioned greater control or unificationf
If not, exactly what were you
referring
to Z
Mr. MITCHELL.
There are t.wo subject matters. One of them is
unificat.ion or liaison, or whatever basis upon which you discuss it.
And the other is the oversight question. If you had an Inspector
General on top of the Director of the FBI or the CL4, why that is
just another layer of individuals. I think that probably won’t hurt
anything. It may help things. It may also cause another bureaucratic
foul-up.
My thoughts in connection with what Senator Baker and I had
to say more in the line of a high-level oversight commission, plus
congressional oversight., and I think, out of all that has been going
on and kicking around, if someof your congressional committees, whoever they are, a spe.cial committee, were to put some good people
together, we have learned what the bad points are. We have learned
what some of the good points are. And if they just got a checklist,
and as I said before, got the Director of the FtiI and the CL4 up
here under oath and said, “Now, are you doing this, are you not doing
this, down the line,” you could have a little bit better oversight than
some of the colloquies that are carried on when you get up before
committees on the Hill.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. That is all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRXAN.
Yesterday, as you know, Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Helms
was here. He testified on the very question of whether or not he did,
in fact, inform you that the mail was being opened when he spoke
to you about t.he general plan, and I would like to read to you Mr.
Helms’ response when he was asked that question. If you would like
to follow me, it is on page 1090 of t.he transcript of yesterday’s
proceedings.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes, sir. I think we have it,.
The CHAIRMAN.
,411 right. Mr. Schwarz had askedNOW, is it your testimony that you told him about a mail-opening operation?
And we had a long, rambling answer from Mr. Helms that went
this way:
Well, I can only say, Mr. Schwarz, to be fair to everybody concerned, that I
am not sure that everyobdy in Washington is as nearly familiar
about the
distinction
between these two things then as they are now. I mean, everybody
in this room knows exactly what the two things are, but in those times, I am
not sure that necessarily the Attorney General would have known the difference.
I do not recall, therefore, being in a battle of terminology with him. I thought
I had gone down to explain something that was going on and the usefulness
Of the information we had, and in fact, we would like to preserve the operation,
that we were going to have a problem.

Then Mr. Schwarz saidThat just is an unsatisfactory
the mail or not?

answer.

Did you tell him you were opening

To which Mr. Helms replied,
I am sorry you find it unsatisfactory
because I don’t recall whether I said
specifically we are openiug x number of letters, but the burden of my discussion
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with him-1 don’t see how it could have left any alternative in his mind, because
how do you find out what somebody is saying to another correspondent unless
you have opened a letter.

Mr. Schwarz then saidAll right, so you did tell him?

Mr. Helms said,
That is my recollection.

JIr. Schwarz then saidDid YOU tell him information
tents of the letters?

about what could only have come from the con-

Mr. Helms said,
I thought so, sir.

Now, that being Xr. Helms’ testimony, he left this committee with
the clear impression that he had told you enough about this operation
that in his judgment, you must have known that letters were being
opened. Now, are you telling us today that that was not so?
Mr. ZTYXIELL.
1 am telling you Way that that was not so, and I
wish t,he staff would call your attent.ion to some of the. other parts of
Mr. Helms’ testimony, where he said he came to talk to me about another subject matter, and other parts that relate to this. I also wish that
your counsel had asked Mr. Helms what it was that he showed me out
of the letters, because there is no reference to it, or anything else in
here.
But I am affirming again, that to my recollection, he did not either
show me any material-nor
did anybody else from the CIA-that
came out of any letter, that his conversation was such that it led me
to believe-and I guess it could have been based on the Huston plan
and the references there-that
he was relating to mail covers and not
mail openings.
The CHAIRNAN.
Since mail covers are legal, why would he come to
talk to you about something t.hat was legal and ongoing? The FBI was
doing it. The CL4 Tas doing it. Why Tvould he make such a special
thing about a matter that was so well known and routine and legal?
Mr. MITCHELL. Senator, as my testimony has stated, and Mr. Helms
has referred to in his test.imony, he came to me to talk about another
subject matter. The other subject matter, which is t.he one we had dialog about what I wouldn’t testify to, was in a similar area, and it is
my recollection that he made a reference t,o this matter as being comparable to it.
The CEIAIR~IAS. And since that reference took such a form as to
lead you to believe that he was simply t,alking about mail covers, then
what you are really telling us today is that T\Ir. Helms misled you ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I’m not saying t,hat at all. I’m telling you of what my
recollection and understanding was of the subject matter, and the last
thing I xvould do is characterize anybody% testimony up here, that I
did not hear, nor have not read.
The CHAIRISIAN. I have read you the answer to this particular question. Mr. Helms clearly conveyed to this committee t.hat he believed
that he told you about opening the mail. You have said that your recollection is that he t.old you only about mail covers.
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Mr. MITCHELL.
That is correct. We go back to Senat,or Huddle&on’s
observations with respect t.o the dialog between individuals.
The CIIAIRJIAS.
Therefore, you are saying he misled you, because
what was going on was something far beyond mail covem ; it. was the
opening of the mail.
Mr. RIITCIIEI,L. Senator, you are implying an intention on the part
of Mr. Helms to mislead me. That may not have been the case at all.
I don’t BIIOW. 15n telling you what I understood was the basis of his
conversation.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.. What you understood was quite. different
from what was, in fact, going on, and he did not convey to you the
mail-opening operation, isn’t that t,rue Z
Mr. MITCHELL.
That is my understanding of the conrersation that
we had, that I hare testified to on any number of occasions.
The CHAIR~IAS. Do you know whether President Nixon had knowledge of the mail-opening program!
Mr. MITCHELL.
I would believe not, because of the-or at least not as
of the time we discussed the Huston plan. I would believe he did not.
The CHAIRMAN.
You have suggested that, without having further
details concerning the program, you cannot give us a judgment on
whether or not it, was legal. Now, we have read into the record several
times what we understand the law to be, the stat.utes that relate to
this matter, and the Supreme Court decisions over the years that relate
to this matter. The Sgency itself has acknowledged the illegality. Bnd
so, the illegality of opening mail is really un?rgua.ble, but then you say
you believe that the President may open mall for reasons of natlonal
security, even t,hough the laws prohibit it.
Mr. MITCHELL.
I didn’t say that, Senator.
The CHAIRX~N.
What did you say ?
3lr. MITCHELL.
Well, if your stenographer can go back and get the
record, we can get the quest’ion and answer specifically.
The CHAIRX~N.
Mr. Mit.chell, you did say you could not give your
opinion as to legality ?
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct,.
The CHAIRNAS.
And you did say that, there is an area in which the
President has special responsibilities in national security affairs?
M~.MITcIIELI,.
Thatiscorrect.
The CIIAIRJIA~-. And the implication was that this may be one of
those places where the President has power to disregard the law. What,
other implication can you draw?
Blr. MITCHELL. Senator, you’re getting in t.he samesit.uation with me
as Mr. Helms and I apparently got into. The implicat.ion was that I
went on to say further that I would recommend that a detailed account
be made of the total picture, and I think it was in response to that
general type of quest,ion that I gave that answer, not with respect to
the statutory provisions and all of t,he rest of it. having to do with a
particular mail cover.
The CIIBIRJIAS.
So, this committee is involved in just such an investigat,ion with the hopes that we can come forlvard with recommendations in this area, and in many other areas. Rut even if one were
lo accept the need to clarify this area, and to draw the lines more
clearly, and even if one mere to agree that under some circumstances,
the national security interests might be so great as to entitle certain
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kinds of operations to go on under proper guidelines and controls,
here was a situation of which the President was not even aware. How
in t,he world can the President exercise meaningful control when t,he
agencies of the Government are conducting dubious operations and
the President has no knowledge of them, the Attorney General has no
knowledge of them, until after t.he fact? Recommendations go to the
President, first he approves them, then he turns them down, and the
same practice is continued, just as though he weren’t there. Now, that
is the record that is before this committee.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, is that a question, Senator? Do you want a
comment Z
The CEI.~IR~~~~.That being the state of the record, I would like such
comment as you would like to make.
Mr. MITCHELL. JIy comment is to the effect that I think you are doing
a very fine job with respect to a determination as to what the facts
are, so that somewhere along the line, the proper body, whether it be
this committee, whether it wants to undertake it, or you may have to
go further, to the Congress, or up to the courts, will define t.he powers
of t,he President., and hopefully proscribe guidelines under which they
should be exercised and in what cases.
The CIIAIRR~AN. That is what we propose to do, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. I wish you well.
The CIIATR~IAN. Any further questions?
Senator Mondale, vould you take charge of the hearing at this
point Z
Senator MONDALE
[presiding]. Senator Baker, do you have any
questions !
Senator BAKER. I have no questions at this time.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Mitchell, suppose we were holding hearings
while you were Attorney General, while the Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO)
and these mail openings were going on, and
they were going on without your knowledge. Suppose the committee
called you up to find out what was going on in the Department and
asked you questions about whether there were current mail openings or
COINTELPRO
activities? How would you answer that question?
Mr. MITCHELL. As to whether I would come or not ?
Senator MOXDALE. We used t.o have that problem, too. Let US put
that behind us.
Mr. MITCHELL.
What is the question that you would like me to
answer Z
Senator MONDALE. I will try to ask it again. Suppos we have set
up this joint committee on intelligence that has been recommended.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes.
Senator MONDALE. The committee wants to know what has been going
on in the FBI that might. be illegal. So they call the Attorney General
before it and t.hey ask him questions that concern mail openings and
so ‘on. How would you answer the committee under that circumstance?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, we are dealing, I guess, in an academic field.
Senator 5402;~~~~. In one sense,but that would have been the predicament then, would it not?
Mr. MITCHELL.
No; it would not have been the predicament, because
I would hare pursued it on t,he ba.sis-and it is still academic, because
we do not. have the subject matters before us as to what the subject
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matters of the inquiry n-ere, and what effect the public disclosures of
them might have with respect to the national security and the foreign
intelligence of the Government.
And then I bc lieve I wonlcl have followed what has always been my
understanding
of the law, that execmive privilege, which is what you
are asserting, can only be nssertetl by the President, so you would have
to, as ,4ttorney General, go to the President and have him determine
whether executive privilege w-as to be exercised or not.
Senator MOS~ALE.
Let LISsuppose we asked you if they were opening
mail at Kennedy Airport in New York? and you said, “I cannot answer
that on the basis of executive privilege,”
and the President said, “yes,
you can.” What would you have answered ?
?tIr. ~~ITCIIELL.
IYell, just on that. basis, if they lvere opening mail,
period ?
Senator MONDALE.
Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL.
I would have had no problem of coming up and testifying to what I know under t,he circumstances
and ‘on the basis of the
question your asked. A mere physical act of opening the mail does not
seem to me to affect our national security. or foreign policy, t,he fact
that mail was being opened. What mail might be opened and so forth
is a different, subject. matter.
Senator XOSD.\LF,. How n-onld you have ansvvered the question
if vou did not know ? In other words! there were ‘two massive programs
go& on about which you were unfamiliar:
one. opening thousands of
letters in New York.; ancl another, callecl COINTELPRO,
which was
investigating,
even intimidating
and harassing American citizens all
over the country, and sometimes using the IRS in one way or another to
achieve those aims.
Sow, my question is, how would a CL4 oversight committee or an
FBI oversight committee be able to know it was getting the truth if
the Att.orney General of the United States did not know it himself?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, Senator, if that is the thrust of your question,
I think it is the point, if you ask me as Attorney General, “are you opening the mail through the Federal Bureau of Investigation.”
I would
say “I do not know but I will damn well find out.”
Senat,or MOSDALE.
That is right. And the reason you would want
to know is because it is your duty to know.
Mr. MITCHELL.
It is t.he cluty to the point, of view that the Attorney
General has the FBI and the Justice Department
and is responsible to
the extent that he can control them for the policies of the FBI.
Senator Mosnat~.
Do you think such an oversight committee would
have the right to assume that, the Attorney
General knows what is
going on in his Department
on matters like these?
Xr. MITCHELL.
I would hope not. I Fould hope they would never
assume anything, based on what we all know about what goes on in
government.
Senator Jfosna~~.
You see, that is what scares me, because unless
we clearly define Khat. the limits of these agencies are-and I think
the limit ‘has to be defined by lav-‘then
all we have left, if we want
real oversight, is to set up an oversight committee which spies on the
spies. And Ke will have to have a one-for-one relat,ionship around this
country. Since we cannot, even be sure that the Attorney General and,
we now know, the Postmaster General, know what is going on. We mill
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have to have another parallel system where we follow the investigators
and the spies. Then, based on our outside investigat,ions of the investigators, we will decide whether what they are doing is appropriate.
IIr. ~~TCIIELL.
You are making a very eloquent argument for my
contention that it, all has to rest with the Director of t.he Federal
Bureau of Investigation to control the activities of his men within
the Bureau.
”
Senator MONDALE.And would you agree that the 1imit.s of his activities are defined by the lalv ? In other words, he cannot conduct illegal
acts ?
Mr. MITCHELL. I think we can state that xithout equivocation, yes,
sir.
Senator MOSDALE. That is right. And you would agree that when the
CIA, the FBI, the IRS, or any ot.her investigative agency a&s in the
United States, it does not have the auth0rit.y to go beyond the law ?
Mr. MIT~IIELL. It doesnot.
Senator MOSD~LE. We will now turn to Senator Schweiker.
Senator SCXIWEIKER,.Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Jfr. Attorney General, you said a minute ago that it was your belief
that President Sison had no knowledge of mail opening. You say as
Attorney General and chief law enforcement official, that you had no
knowledge of mail opening. Txvo days ago we heard from Postmaster
General Hlount, and he testified, to the best of his knowledge, that he
did not know the mail was being opened.
Xy question is very simple. Mr. Mitchell, who was running the
Government,?
JIr. MITCHELL. Arc you talking about the mail opening pant of the
Government, or the rest of it?
Senator LS~~~w~~~<~~.
I think after hearing t,he answers I may be
talking about, all of it. but right now I am talking about mail opening.
Mr. MITCIIELL. lipparently,
from what I have read in the newspapers-and that is where my knowledge comes from-the
old school
tie boys who had been doing it for 20 years just decided they were
going to continue to do it,.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. We certainly have a situation that seemsto be
out. of control, whereby some people were deceived by a lot of other
people. This situation, I think, is something the committee has to
deal xvit.h in the future.
That is all I have. Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOSDAI,~. Senat’or Huddleston?
Senator HTTDDLESTOS.
Mr. Mitchell, in whatever briefings did occur
between you or Mr. Helms or any other person relating to this matter,
were you ever informed that. t.he Postmaster General was not being
told the true nature and extent of this project?
3Ir. ;\IITCIIELL. I am puzzling with your question, “of the t,rue extent
and nature of the project,” sinc.eI did not know the ‘true extent and
nature of the project. Obviously I was not told that the Postmaster
General was not informed.
Senator HVDDLESTOS.Was there any suggestion tha.t this was a
project of which the Postmaster General was not fully aware?
Mr. MITC,IIELL. Well, when you talk about project, if you are talking
about mail openingSenator HVDDLESTOS. TJTereyou given specific knowledge, or even
an impression, that the Postmaster General was being deprived of
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knowledge,
the total nature of any project that the FBI or the CIA
conducted involving t.he mails 1
Mr. MITCIIELL. No. I recall no circumstances
where I ever became
aware of the Postmaster
General being apprised of the nature of the
project, as you have described it.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You are. surprised
to learn now that those
Postmasters
General who were here yesterday or the day before testified that they did not know that mail was ac~tually being opened?
Mr. MITCHELL. No ; I am not surprised at that at all.
Senator HUDDLESTOX. Was this a commonly accepted practice, then,
wit.hin Government
as you know it? that one agency would become
involved in another agency’s responsibility
without advising the head
of the other agency what it was doing Z
Mr. MITCITELL. I am speculating, because I do not know, and I only
know what, I have read in the papers. But I would speculate to the
point that this was somet,hing that-whenever
it got started and by
whom and under what circumstances,
I do not know. Knowing
the
cautious nature of so many of these people. I would believe that somebody in ,the Post Office at a pretty good altitude knew about it, whether
it was the Postmaster
General or a lesser degree; and that once the
practice got operating, I can see how Postmasters
could come and go
and they would never find out about it, because the mechanics for it
was established.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Suppose there were a strict
prohibition
against the FBI, the CIA, or anybody else operating within another
agency without fully and regularly informing the head of that agency.
Would this not be one way to then assure more accountability?
Mr. MITCHELL. I would certainly subscribe to that.
Senator HUDDLESTON. The head of such an agency would be informed on some kind of a regular, continuing basis.
Mr. MITCIIELL. I would subscribe to that most wholeheartedly.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I am sure that you, as Attorney General, would
not appreciate the CIA or any other entity coming over and utilizing
your personnel for quest.ionable purposes without your being aware
of it.
Mr. MITCHELL. You are absolutely right. It was not the. CIA, but
I did have a few of those problems which were soon put to rest.
Senator HIJDDLESTON. I am certain that occurs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Kirbow 8
Mr. KIRBOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, you first took the oath as Attorney
General on January 22, 1969. Would you tell the committee again the first time you
knew for sure that the FBI or the CIA was involved in mail opening
projects?
Mr. MITCHELL. I presume when I read it in the newspapers
whenever it got out of wherever it got out of.
Mr. KIRBOW. Would that have been before you saw the so-called
Huston plan in January of 1970, or after that?
Mr. MITCHELL. No. It would have been long after I saw the Huston
plan. The Huston plan, in effect, states that they were not involved in
mail openings.
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Mr. KIRBOW. I would like to pursue that with you just a moment.
Would you or your attorney please turn to exhibit 11 I, which is entitled “Special Report.”
Mr. MITCHELL.
“Special Report of the Intera.gency
Committee”?
Mr. KIRBOW. Yes, dated June 1970. Please turn to page 29 where
mail coverage is discussed,sir.
Mr. NITCHELL.
Yes,
sir.
Mr. KIRBOW. I would like to draw your attention to the last two
sentences of the first full paragraph by reading them for the record
at this point.
Under preliminary discussion the followingCovert mail coverage, also known as “sophisticated
mail coverage” or “flaps
and seals.” Entails surreptitious
screening and may include opening and
examination
of domestic or foreign mail. This technique is based on high level
cooperation of top echelon postal officials.

And in the next paragraph under the nature of restrictions, this
sentenceCovert coverage has been discontinued, while routine coverage has been reduced, primarily as an outgrowth of publicity arising from disclosure of routine
mail coverage during legal proceedings and publicity afforded this matter in
congressional
hearings involving
accusations of governmental
invasions of
privacy.

Looking at those words, Mr. Mitchell, is it fair to say that almost
any reasonable man, be he an attorney or not, including you and
the President, should have been on notice that this had been an ongoing
program which had been phased out for some reason!
Mr. MITCHELL.
pie ; I think it is just to the contrary.
It says“Covert coverage has been discontinued, while routine coverage has
been reduced, primarily.
. .” and so forth. As I understand covert,
that is the openings, and routine is the mail cover aspect of it.
Mr. KIRBOW. It says it has been discontinued. That did not indicate to you that there had been an ongoing program at some time
in the past where t,he mail was actually opened ?
Mr.
MITCHELL.
It might have in the deep, dark past, bu6
Mr. KIRBOW.
Does it indicate that to you now, Mr. Mitchell, reading
those same words?
Mr.
MITCHELL.
Well,’ I think the important part is when it had
been discontinued. Since they were opting in the Huston plan to use
that as one of the tools in their intelligence-gathering operation, I
assume t,hat it might have been any time in the deep, dark past, but
certainly not in the immediately preceding time frame.
Mr. KIRBOW. If I could then direct your attention to page 30 under
“Covert coverage, point 1,” where it states:
High level postal authorities have in the past provided
and have maintained full security of this program.

complete cooperation

Speaking of the covert coverage that we just discussed, did that indicate to _vou, or does it now indicate to you, that this had been a
program mvolving the high level postal officials and either the FBI
or the CIA in the past 1
l See p. 211.
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Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, I think that the language you have read refers
to the postal authorities. The statement is quite clear, I would think,
as to the fact that they had been knowledgeable and cooperated in
the past; how far in the past, I could not guess.
Mr. KIRBOW. From reading the cover sheets and other parts of this
report, it had to be obvious to you that 1Mr. Hoover and Mr. Helms
took part in preparing a report that went forward, because it bore
both their signatures.
I would like to ask ycu, at that time when you and the President
were discussing the so-called Huston plan, did you have any discussion
about making absolutely certain that t,his was not still going on or being
sure that the laws of the land were being obeyed, as far .as coveri
mail opening was concerned 8
Mr. MITCHELL.
Let me see if I can answer your question in two
parts.
My testimony has been that the President got word to me, either
told me directly or got word to me, that he had called off the implementation of the Huston plan. That would carry with it, without any
detailed discussion-which I have no recollection would follow upbut would carry with it a Presidential determination that the authorizations contained in the Huston plan would not be carried out.
Mr. KIRESOW. At that time Mr. Hoover was still the Director of the
FBI and worked directly for you ; did he not, Mr. Mitchell ?
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes, he did. He worked directly under me. I am
not sure he worked directly for me.
Mr. KIR~OW. I appreciate your position.
Did you at that time or any time thereafter discusswith Mr. Hoover
any aspects of the covert mail program to insure that it was not continuing in the Department?
Mr. MITCHELL.
No, sir.
Mr. KIRBOW. Did you not have the duty to do so!
Mr. MITCHELL.
I do not believe so, because of the fact that I had
no knowledge that the Department, meaning the FBI and Justice,
was doing anything at all with respect to covert mail activities.
Mr. KIRBOW. How do you reconcile that answer really, Mr. Mitchell,
with the answer that you gave Senator Mondale a moment ago where
you said. “I would certainly have a duty to know if I were the Attorney
General”?
Mr. MITCHELL.
I forget what the subject matter of the question
Wi4.S.

Mr. KIRBOW. The samegeneral premise, that you should know what
is going on in the FBI.
Mr. MITCHELL.
As the Attorney General, you have a duty to know
whatever is going on in the FBI ; your ability to obtain the information is an entirely different matter.
Mr. KIFLBOW. You did not,, though, Natany time, inquire into this
matter to carry out your dut,y to know and to prevent abusesof the law
of the land in the covert mail-opening program 8
Mr. MITCHELL.
I think I have testified, and wil1 again, that it was
my assumption that based on t.he Presidential directive to not implement the Huston plan, that it would be unnecessary for me to go over
and find out if the Director of the FBI was carrying out a policy contrary to one that had just been laid down by the President of the
United States.
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Mr. KIRBOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart?
Senator HART of Colorado. I have no questions on this subject.
Senator MOSDALE. JIr. Sclnvarz?
Mr. SCHWARZ. Following further Mr. Kirbow’s line of questioning,
you do agree, do you not., that the document dated June 197’0 does
revea.1that in the past at least, mail had been opened?
Mr. XTCHELL. I believe that is t,he implication, yes.
Mr. SCHWARZ. ancl it does state in the document that the opening
of mail is illegal ; doesit not?
Mr. MITCHELL. I believe that with reference to ‘a number of subjects
were illegal and I think opening mail was one of them.
Mr. SCIIW~IRZ. All right. Then based upon your knowledge from
an examination of the document, which shows that in the past at least,
illegal actions involving the opening of mail had taken place, did YOU
convene a grand jury to look into the admitted acts of illegality on
behalf of some intelligence services?
Mr. MITCHELL. I did not.
Mr. SCHWARZ. And why not?
Mr. MITCHELL. I had no consideration of that subject matter at the
time. I did not focus on it and I was very happy that the plan was
thrown out the window, without pursuing any of its provisions
further.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Are you now of the opinion that if you had had time
to focus on the matter then, it would have been wise to convene some
investigat,ion within the Department to determine what had happened
in the past P
Mr. NITCHELL. I believe that that would be one of the normal
processesn-here you would give it initial consideration and see where
it led to, what t,he stat.ute of limitat.ions might have been land all of
the other factors you consider before you jump into a grand jury
investigation.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Excepting those factors, do you agree that you should
have at least considered the matter?
Mr. MITCHELL. I think if I had focused on it I might have considered it more than I did.
Mr. SCHWARZ. I have nothing further.
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, I have a question.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Baker?
Senator BAKER. I have no quarrel ,with Mr. Schwarz’s questions.
They are valid questions, but it seemsto me we ought to keep things in
perspective here. You know we have a whole interagency report that
proposes a whole lot of bad t.hings, or at least I think they ‘are bad
things, and many of them were illegal. They wanted the President
of the United States to approve it. He signed off on it sandthis is the
man who said, “No, change your mind and withdraw it.”
It is entirely possible that perhaps Attorney General Mitchell should
have thought a little further and said, “Lok, let us check into that
business.” Maybe you did these things m the past and that is the basis
for this recommendation, maybe so. But I think the record clearly
ought to carry the notation of the fact that John Mitchell is the man
who withdrew Huston plan, or convinced the President to do so. And
let us not detract at least that credit.
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Mr. SCHWARZ. If I gave any implication t.hat I was seeking to
detract from that point, Senator Baker, I did not intend to.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Senator, if I might just make a comment ?
Senator MONDALE. At this point, I think we also ought to put this
memorandum [exhibit 15 ‘1 from Mr. Dean to Mr. Mitchell in the
record, which says that, “1 believe we agreed that it would be inappropriate to have any blanket removal of restrictions”. . . This excerpt
from the memo refers to the Huston plan. . .
rather, the most appropriate procedure would be to decide on the type of intelligence we need, based on the assessment of the recommendations
of this unit, and
then to proceed to remove the restraints as necessary to obtain such intelligence.
Mr. MITCHELL.
Well, Senator,
restraints
are not the same#asreferred

to in the Huston plan. As you know, JIr. DeanSenator MONDALE. As a matter of fact, that is exactly what that
referred to, because it was immediately after the denial of the Huston
plan that you and Mr. Dean got together, prepared this memo and
said, “Well, what the Huston planMr. MITCHELL.
You a.re wrong on that,, Senator. Mr. Dean and I
didn’t get together. Mr. Dean brought the memorandum over to my
office from the WXte House.
Senator MONDALE. “Pursuant
to our conversation
yesterday,” it
says. Did you not have such a conversation?
Mr. MITCHELL.
We had a conversat.ion about Mr. DeanSenator MONDALE. On September
17,19Mr. MITCHELL.
I don’t recall the date-about Mr. Dean coming over
to seame about the subject matter. And I would like the record to show
that Mr. Dean’s recommendations were not implemented.
Senator MONDALE. Is there some record that you disapproved of
this memo!
Mr. MITCHELL.
Yes ; there is testimony
in volumes and volumes and
volumes.
Senator MONDALJL
Can you refer me to it!
Mr. MITCHELL.
We will be glad to provide
it for you. It is in the
Senate Select Committee of which Mr. Baker was present. It is in, I
believe, the House Judiciary Committee testimony and a few other
places.
Senator MONDALE. I look forward
with great ‘anticipation
to seeing
it.

Mr. MITCHELL.
And let me call your attention to the fact that the
outgrowth of this was the establishment of a liaison intelligence function to try ,and get at the problem where the CIA couldn’t talk to the
FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms didn’t provide
the information to the FBI. And we tried to cure this hiatus that
existed among the intelligence communities. And it wasn’t too bad a
job at that. We at least knew when they were trying to tear down.
Washington.
Senator MONDALE. And one of the things that happened after this
was that all of the things recommended in the Huston plan went
forward.
Mr. MITCHELL.
You will have to ,document that for me some t.ime.
Senator MONDALE. You were the Attorney
General.
Can you say
lrhether it was true or not Z
‘See

p.225.
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Mr. MITCHELL.
I do not believe that what was recommended in the
Huston plan went forward.
Senator J~OSDALE. What part did not 8
Jfr. ~IITCIIELL.
If you give me a couple of hours to study it and
analyze it, and analyze the record, maybe I can answer it for you.
Senator MONDALE. I think you would need at least 2 hours.
Mr. MITCIIELL.
I would think so too? Senator.
Senator JIOSDALE. by ot.her questions 8
Thank you, Mr. Mitchell.
Our nex’t panel of witnessesare four persons from the FBI.
Would you stand and be sworn, pleaseZ Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, so help
you God 8
Mr. WASSALL.
I do.
Mr. MOORE. I do.
Mr. BRAXIGAN.
I do.
Mr. MINTZ. 1 do.
Se.nator MOXDALE. Would you introduce yourself for the record,
please, and then the questioning will begin.
Mr. WANNALL.
I’m W. Raymond Wannall, Assistant Director,
Intelligence Division of the FBI.
Mr. MINTZ. I’m John Blintz, the legal counsel to the Bureau.
Mr. BRASIGAN. Mr. Chairman, I’m William A. Branigan, and I am
the Section Chief of Counterintelligence No. 1 in the FBI.
Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I’m Donald E. Moore. I retired from the
FBI as Inspector in June 1973.
Senator MOSDALE. All right.
Would you begin the questioning, Mr. Schwarza
Mr. SCH~ARZ. Mr. Chairman, we have had an opportunity to talk
to these gentlemen in executive sessionpreviously.
Mr. Mintz is legal counsel and the dialog with him occurred last
Tuesday when we discussed various questions of warrants. He has
nothing by way of first hand knowledge on the subject of mail opening.
Beginning with you, Mr. Wannall, could each of you state briefly
for the record what your connection was with the mail opening subject,
and what your knowledge about this project is now and was at that
time.
TESTIMONY OF W. RAYMOND WANNALL, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, FBI ; WILLIAM
BRANIGAN, SECTION
CHIEP OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, FBI; DONALD E. MOORE,
FORMER FBI INSPECTOR; AND JOHN A. MINT& ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION, FBI
Mr. WAXNALL.
In two separate programs I had a direct connection
in that they were carried on or instituted at the time that I was the
Chief of the section which had responsibilities for those particular programs or phases of programs.
Mr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Branigan?
Mr. BRANIGAN. Mr. Chairman, I was the Section Chief, within
which section I supervised-I
had responsibility for five specific programs involving the FBI.

